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Stop the Madness
Biolabs in your Backyard

More Evidence That COVID Came Out of a Lab

There are 14 biosafety level 4 (BSL-4) labs in the United States.
If you count biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) labs, there are more than
200! And, that’s from a USA Today investigation back in 2015!
Even more high-containment labs are operating now.
Is there one in your backyard?
Read more: https://orgcns.org/backyardbiolabs
Sign the petition to Stop the Genetic Engineering of Viruses, and
Weaponizing Pathogens: https://orgcns.org/swp

The U.K. Daily Mail reports:
“… scientists find [SARS-CoV-2] virus contains tiny chunk of
DNA that matches sequence patented by Moderna THREE
YEARS before pandemic began… Fresh suspicion that COVID
may have been tinkered with in a lab emerged today after
scientists found genetic material owned by Moderna in the virus's
spike protein. They identified a tiny snippet of code that is
identical to part of a gene patented by the vaccine maker three
years before the pandemic.
“The international team of researchers suggest the virus may
have mutated to have a furin cleavage site during experiments on
human cells in a lab. They claim there is a one-in-three-trillion
chance Moderna's sequence randomly appeared through natural
evolution.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3izznAT

Monsanto's Poison in Our Daily Bread
The Detox Project reports: “The results of the most
comprehensive glyphosate testing of food products ever
conducted in the U.S. were released by The Detox Project on
Tuesday, in a detailed report that shows the true levels of
weedkiller contamination in essential foods sold by some of the
top grocery stores in the country.
“The world’s most used weedkiller, glyphosate, was discovered
in a wide range of essential food products including bread,
pulses and grains from top grocery stores such as Hy-Vee,
Whole Foods Market, Amazon, Walmart and Target.
“Glyphosate, the active ingredient in the weedkiller Roundup, is
a probable human carcinogen according to WHO’s
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and has
led to the manufacturers of Roundup, Bayer/Monsanto, being
forced to pay over $10 Billion in damages to gardeners,
groundskeepers and farmers who are suffering with blood
cancer (non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma).”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/36SlH1i

How Coconut Oil Can Benefit Our Health
Dr. Mercola writes: “Despite the fact that more than 2,000
studies have been performed on coconut oil, demonstrating a
wide range of benefits, it continues to be wrongfully vilified to this
day, mainly because 90% of its fat content is saturated fat.
However, saturated fats, and most particularly coconut oil, are an
important part of the human diet. If you have bought into the
media hype that saturated fats are unhealthy and will raise your
risk of heart disease, it may be time to reconsider your position.
“Coconut products, particularly coconut oil, have been used by
certain populations around the world for millennia, and in places
where coconut oil is consumed as part of the standard diet,
people seem to thrive…”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3izauVO

The Case for Regeneration: It Has Never Been
More Urgent
The time for change is now, and it will take all of our global
efforts to embrace frameworks that lead us to being better
managers of our environments as well as help us pick on best
practices, mobilize and address the root causes of the problems
we are facing.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3urTDd2

Review of 400 Studies Show Lockdowns Failed
Mercola.com reports:
“Scientists the world over have done a deep dive into the
unprecedented lockdowns and injection mandates that
characterized the COVID-19 pandemic response. Over and over
again, the results confirm what many instinctively knew all along
— that these totalitarian schemes didn’t work and may have
caused more harm than good.
Despite the writing on the wall, health officials and academics
continue to defend the Draconian measures. It’s difficult to
admit wrongdoing, especially of this magnitude, but sooner or
later it will become widely known that, as Jeffrey Tucker, founder
and president of the Brownstone Institute, put it, “these
interventions turned a manageable pandemic into a catastrophe.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3JKqaRW

Pfizer and Moderna Investors Worried
The Desert Review newspaper in California reports that
Moderna stocks have lost 70% of their peak value and that Wall
Street insiders are dumping their Pfizer stocks as well,
anticipating mass lawsuits over vaccine injuries and deaths.
Justus Hope writes:
“Influential Wall Street analyst Edward Dowd ‘predicts Moderna
will drop to zero with bankruptcy as fraud related to concealing
the COVID vaccine dangers surfaces, and he predicts Pfizer will
become a sub-ten-dollar stock. Dowd explains that the smart
money has already left Moderna and will soon be exiting Pfizer.
Dowd foresees an avalanche of lawsuits coming as the insurance
industry continues to uncover the legions of mounting deaths
coming from the complications of the mRNA COVID-19
vaccines.’”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3LjfQ3F
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